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Abstract
This paper introduces an augmented reality application for web that works without markers. We propose a solution
to manipulate virtual objects without using markers, i.e. we replaced the physical marker by user face. For this
we had to develop also a method to manipulate the virtual models (e.g. to rotate models) based on user gesture
allowing doing the same as the marker. Finally we present a simple augmented web game showing our approach
without the use of markers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The constant growth of the Internet, where a variety of new
ideas and information are published every day, make it in
a excellent media to present information. Recently, Aug-
mented Reality (AR) has been used also as a way to pub-
lish information in Internet. But we can see that the aug-
mented reality had a weak growth until 2001 [Azuma 01],
but recently is visible a large adherence to AR, particularly
in marketing and dissemination of products and concepts.
It’s worth highlighting as examples the marketing of the
latest movies, Star Trek R© 1, Avatar R© and among others
by AR. Sales are another area where the onset of AR has
been noticed, where brands such Citroën R© (C3 Picasso) or
Nissan R© (Cube) are using AR to advertise their models.

According to Azuma[Azuma 01], we have an augmented
reality application when we add virtual objects to a real
environment, i.e. the objects created by computer (i.e. vir-
tual objects) are inserted in a real environment where the
real environment is normally captured by a camera. But
the augmentation is conventionally in real time and allow-
ing user interaction. Because what distinguishes AR from
a simple 2D/3D scene placed over an image, captured by a
camera, is the interactivity. In other words, in AR the users
have the power to interact in real environment with virtual
objects, thus giving a perception that these objects are in
their world.

In general, in most applications of AR the objects are
added to the real environment according to the marker cap-
tured by digital camera [Liarokapis 04b] or by geographic
coordinates provided by GPS [Narzt 06], between other

1see www.experience-the-enterprise.com

methods. But most AR applications are using markers to
positioning and orienting the virtual objects.

Recently, Zhou et al. [Zhou 08] presented a study about
the trends in augmented reality, tracking, interaction and
display, in last ten years. In this study, the authors say
that hand gesture recognition is one of the most natural
ways to interact with an AR environment but this in the
context of tangible interfaces. In the context of gestural
interfaces, they identify only one method based on finger
tracker. Unfortunately, in this work we not find any ref-
erence to augmented reality applications for web browser.
However, Liarokapis et al. [Liarokapis 04a] presented an
educational application that allows users to interact with
3D Web content using virtual and augmented reality.

In this paper we describe a web augmented reality appli-
cation that works without the use of markers. This appli-
cation have been developed to web, and it is available for
those that have a web browser and a webcam. Section 2
describes our approach that works without markers to ma-
nipulate the virtual objects. In section 3 is presented the
augmented web game developed to show the potentialities
of our approach. Lastly, section 4 presents some conclu-
sion and future work.

2 AR without Markers

One of the objectives of our work is simplify the interac-
tion, for that reason we have been removed markers, being
the interaction made only with the body of the user (hands
and head). The alternative chosen as reference point for
the model was the use of the face user. Thus it is possi-
ble to put the virtual model in the scene according to the
position of the face user. However, this alternative not al-
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 lows to rotate the model as we can do with markers. Hence
we divided the screen in several areas allowing the rotation
of the model based on motion detection for each area (as
shown in Figure 1).

Then application makes the following calculus based in
face and motion detection for each frame:

• Calculation of z co-ordinate is based on the user’s
face, i.e. the distance that he/she is from the webcam;

• Calculation of x and y is based on the position of the
face user in the environment (i.e. similarly with the
markers);

• The orientation of the object is made by detecting mo-
tion of the user in different areas of the screen.

Figure 1. Interaction areas for rotating the
object based on motion detection.

In short, the face of the user will be used as reference point
to positioning the objects in virtual environment and the
motion detection to interact with virtual object (e.g. to ro-
tate). To prevents a conflict between the functions of face
detection and movement detection, it was considered a pri-
ority rule to establish a functional hierarchy that had suc-
cess. So, first is considered the face detection phase and if
this function returns a new detection, the motion capture is
aborted. If the face detection is not significantly changed
it’s taken into account the motion capture phase. Normally,

Figure 2. Example of the threshold in a se-
quence of frames.

the face is presented in all frames but it is only considered

a new detection when it is in a different position from last
detection. Thus was created a threshold to the position of
the face, when this threshold is exceeded it is considered
a new detection. This threshold is calculated based on the
size of the face and the screen resolution (see Figure 2).

Figure 3. Rotating the object

The areas of interaction are pre-defined. So if is detected
movement in right area of the screen, the virtual object will
perform a rotation in y-axis (rotation to the right). The ro-
tation in x-axis is activated if is detected movement in top
or bottom area of the screen. It is also possible make a
rotation simultaneously on two axes x and y, which will
be triggered if there is a movement in one corner of the
screen. Note that the motion detection is restricted to small
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areas, i.e. it is not allowed in large areas. This prevents that
large movements in area are considered, because most of
these situations are not orders of rotation. Only the move-
ments detected for these small areas will be considered as
instructions for the application (e.g. a simple movement of
the fingers in these areas). Figure 3 shows some examples
of the use of the application. In this example the virtual
object is a 3D logo of the Institute of Telecommunications
(IT) and the user can rotate it based on movements in pre-
defined areas.

3 Augmented Web Game

To show the potentialities of our approach we develop a
web game using augmented reality without use of mark-
ers. As explained in previous section we use the user face
as reference to put the virtual model in the scene and its
manipulation is based on gesture of the user.

The main ideia of the game is to find the letters of a word.
For that, we have a virtual cube, which has a single char-
acter on each face, and the user has to rotate the cube to
find the characters of the word (see Figure 4). The word is
presented below the cube using several plans, one for each
character of the word to find. These plans are initialised
with exclamation character (i.e. ’?’), which is replaced for
the correct character when it appears in front face of the
cube. Thus the user need to rotate the cube to find the char-
acters of the word. The rotation of the cube is available in
two axis, x and y, and it can be activated by the user move-
ments only in four special areas, namely in upper, bottom,
left and right area of the image. Note that it is possible use
the eight areas of interaction with the model, as described
in previous section, but we use only four to simplify the
game (i.e. using only four areas is more easy to maintain
the front face of the cube aligned with user).

When the user activates a rotation of the cube, the game
generates a visual feedback to help him. The feedback
helps user to understand which type of movement was re-
alised. This feedback is created using a set of arrows that
are moving in the direction of the rotation, as shown in
the second and third pictures of Figure 4. The game has a
timer clock and shows the number of words that are avail-
able yet. This information is displayed above the cube, as
shown in first picture of Figure 4.

The position and size of the cube depends of the position
and size of the face of the user, respectively as explained
in previous section. However, when the face of the user
disappears of the image, the cube stays in the last position
of it (as shown in Figure 4).

The game uses a XML configuration file with the words
of the game. Thus, it is possible to change the words of
the game by changing this XML file. This simple game
shows that our approach is viable and can be adopted in
other applications on web.

4 Conclusion and future work

The generality of augmented reality applications are de-
pendent of markers to run. But we presented a new ap-
proach to run without markers. Our augmented web game

Figure 4. Augmented web game
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 showed that this new way of interaction without markers is
useful and can be a simple solution for augmented reality
applications in web browser. Therefore it is possible have
augmented reality applications without physical markers
with similar functionalities to applications that use phys-
ical markers. Note that the application was developed in
Actionscript and compiled for Adobe Flash. Therefore the
application has the ability to be used via web browser by
any user that have the Flash Player plugin.

In future, we want to make an evaluation of the new way
of interaction without markers with a group of users. Be-
sides, we want to see how this type of applications will run
using a web API for creating interactive 3D applications in
browser, as WebGL [WebGL ] from Khronos Group.
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